FiestaMounting Template

Directions for using this template:

Fiesta is attached in parts and it is important to assemble in the correct order. Refer to the complete installation directions available online at https://www.woodthat-works.com/sculpture-directions

1. Start at the location for the top hole on base A - # 1 on the diagram.
2. Use a level or a weighted string to determine a true vertical line descending from that point.
3. Measure vertically down that line to point #2.
4. Use a level or a square to establish a horizontal line at that point.
5. Measure along that line to point 3.
6. Temporarily install base A using those two points. Mark the other mounting hole in Base A with the base in place.
7. Remove the base.
8. Refer the measurements and from “1 measure down to point #4 and over to #5 marking it on the wall.
9. Install the appropriate anchors and permanently remount the base A on the wall.
10. Mount Base B on the wall using the middle screw into hole #5 with anchor in it.
11. Refer to the complete installation directions available online at https://www.woodthat-works.com/sculpture-directions to continue on complete placement of Base B and installation of the belts.